
NEWS RELEASE 

 

Teijin Frontier to Participate in Première Vision Paris 

 
Tokyo, Japan, February 7, 2019 --- Teijin Frontier Co., Ltd., the Teijin Group's fibers 

and products converting company, announced today that it will participate in Première 

Vision Paris, a major global event for fashion industry professionals that will be held in 

Paris from February 12 to 14. 

 

The “TEIJINTEX® by TEIJIN FRONTIER” (stand 6G22-6H29) will feature mainly two 

top-quality materials — SOLOTEX and DELTAPEAK — along with displays of eco-

friendly, sporty and comfortable fabric for Spring/Summer. 

 

Exhibits will include: 

• SOLOTEX is a polytrimethylene terephthalate fiber that is soft, stretchable, shape-

retaining, dimensionally stable and brightly colored owing to its spring-like 

molecular structure. Several versions will be presented, including shape-memory 

fabric and 100% polyester wool-like fabric utilizing Japanese techniques for 

advanced process.  

• DELTAPEAK is a next-generation polyester fabric that combines excellent 

physical properties with high levels of functionality and quality. Thanks to its 

dense, flat-knit surface, it is a wonderfully multifunctional material that has been 

adopted by a range of global sports-apparel brands. 4-dimensional bulky 

DELTAPEAK and a DELTAPEAK that is both form-fitting and natural-like 

appearance are new to the its series. Especially 4-dimensional bulky 

DELTAPEAK is also a non-brushing and heat-insulating material that helps to 

reduce microplastics. These are excellent choices as high-performance materials 

for a wide range of applications including casual, athleisure and more. 

 

Première Vision Paris, held twice yearly, is expecting to attract some 60,000 visitors 

and over 1,900 exhibiting companies from 57 countries this year. Teijin Frontier, which 

will mark its eighth appearance in the show, aims to further raise its profile and 

continue expanding its market, mainly in Europe. 

 

About the Teijin Group 

Teijin (TSE: 3401) is a technology-driven global group offering advanced solutions in the 

areas of environmental value; safety, security and disaster mitigation; and demographic 

 

http://www2.teijin-frontier.com/english/
http://www.teijin.com/
http://www.premierevision.com/en/
http://www.premierevision.com/en/
http://www2.teijin-frontier.com/english/sozai/specifics/solotex.html


change and increased health consciousness. Its main fields of operation are high-

performance fibers such as aramid, carbon fibers & composites, healthcare, films, resin 

& plastic processing, polyester fibers, products converting and IT. The group has some 

170 companies and around 19,000 employees spread out over 20 countries worldwide. 

It posted consolidated sales of JPY835 billion (USD 7.6 billion) and total assets of JPY 

986.2 billion (USD 9 billion) in the fiscal year ending March 31, 2018. 

Please visit www.teijin.com  
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